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Title word cross-reference

#Psychology [VSK18].

+ [RCN+14], 013 [dCPF14], 10 [TBW+12], 20 [LGH+14], 3
[HZQ+17, ZLLD19], 9 [vdBBdK16]. 2 [TSMTDLCH11], a [San12c]. C³
[PPM+17]. ch [FMPP10]. χ [LFB19]. d [DCS12]. f [FESD11]. g
[ADV13, ACHVH10, BB16, LF12a, SS14]. H
[BLA16, Egg10e, Egg11c, Egg11f, Lun19, MHLGHV14, MHC+15, MZE19,
ZZY14, Abb13, ADV13, uARA19, ACHVH10, Ask18, AA16, AMI18, BL10,
BIL15, BI18a, BK11, BBL17a, BBL17b, BW10, BSMD11, BL18, CG14, CF18,
DGDG11, Egg10d, Egg11b, Egg11c, Egg13a, Egg13b, Egg14b, ER19,
FGMM12, FMM13a, GP13, GBB15, GQAM19, Glä10, Glä12, HAA14,
HBA19, HSW10, HK12, Jac12, Laz10, LF12a, LZGQ13, MR13, MJHG13,
MPH19, MKHB15a, MKHB15b, OBG11, PDAN19, Pra10e, Pra17a, RAA18,
Rya16, Saa10, San12c, SCGZR16, SS10b, Sch15b, SS14, SJOC18, TH19,
Tur16, YR10, YAC10, ZGY16, ZGJ18, dS18, dSD18b, dSD18c. $H_2$ [VB12].

$h_\alpha$ [Hir19b, LBO19, Hir19a]. $H_1$ [ZY14]. $h_m$ [TH19]. $h_{men}$ [Ask18]. $h_T$ [Pra10b, San12c]. $h_g$ [ACHVH10, FM11b]. $hw$ [BIL15]. $j$ [Tod11]. $N$ [Par14c, BASL16]. $p$ [AA10, Pra10a, Pra11b]. $\phi$ [Cab13]. $\pi_v$ [Vin10b]. $q$ [AdAdAM10, CS11a]. $R$ [San12c]. $S$ [LW10]. $\varphi$ [SOBM16]. $z$ [ZCL14]. $zp$ [ZP16].


//doi.org/10.1007/s11192 [Glä18].

10.1007/s11192 [Ano18b, dCPF14]. 10.1007/s11192- [dCPF14].


30-year [MDDG17].

5 [VFA10]. 5-top [TBB$^+$16]. 50-year [PFL19].

6 [VFA10]. 6th [OA10a, OA10b, OA10c].
7 [BPHL16]. 7th [KÖG12].

87 [OL11]. 88 [Pra12a]. 8th [KG13].

97 [dCPF14]. 983 [Ho16].

A&HCI [WF18]. A. [Fie15b]. ability [Cab13, HH19, Rou12a, SOBM16, Sch12b]. above [GRSFV11]. abridged [MAA+11]. abroad [PD10, RCdJ+14, SL17]. ABS [WLZ+15]. Absolute [MKHB13a, MKHB13b]. absorptive [MJC12]. abstract [SI17, ZXT+19, Zon19]. abstracts [KD18, LY16a, Pau10, RM18]. Abt [Bur12]. academia [GB14a, HYC15, Lei16, OK13, Oze12a, Oze12b, BKG16, BA15]. Academic [CM15, CXZ19, DY18, DC17, Har16d, LCY14, MCCU16, NZL+19, SM14, TCR10, Tor13, YC10, ZW17b, ZL15b, VHD+16, AAH10, ADD11d, ADM14, ADR16a, ADD18b, ACFL11, ADM19, AI17, ACA+14, ACCG+15, BHB13, BI18a, BCT19, Bre13, CMUdf15, Car16, CÖT16a, CHC13, CB18, CR18, DTM+13, DRMCC19, DMV10, Doc13, DRS14, DJWS11, DGF17, Dya14, Egg11d, Eld19, FYC15, FFL16, FSC14, FDVZ16, pGSyW+19, GRSS16, GRSFV14a, GRSFV18, GVS17, GB16, GB17a, GB17b, Gus19, HAL11, HK19, HJL18, HC14a, HC15a, HC16a, HB18b, HFW+14, HG13, Hud17, IT11, JKPL18, JBM11, JLI8b, JKSK15, Keg15, KBT14, Ken18, KG10b, KJW+17, KMI2, KR17b, LCFC14, LM15, LDG17, LLX+18, LZC18, MII10, MII15, MI16, MI19, MMOML16, MMOML18b, MR18b, MT12a, MHH16, OVM17, OKCPS17, OMOR13b, OM14, OMMML17]. academically [PL18]. academicians [BO+18, KKE13, YGW+15]. academics [Ben15, BC13b, COS11b, HM15a, HM15b, IL13, KMI2, MS13, Mis18, San18, TV17, Yur18b, Yur18c, ZW17a].

PM18, PB12, QA18, TP11, ZCKZ16. after [BL11b, HM18, IJF16, KGB+18, Kra10, Mix18, Soo10b, WHW+19]. against [CF18, Fed13]. Age [So´ó14b, SST+16, ADD18b, Abt12, Bjø19, Bur12, CB11, Egg10c, GB17a, JKJL14, MZ14, Par14a, RAA18, San12b]. age-independent [San12b]. Age-sensitive [So´ó14b]. ageing [GZ17, ZG17d]. agencies [HH18]. Age [So´ó14b, SST+16, ADD18b, Abt12, Bjø19, Bur12, CB11, Egg10c, GB17a, JKJL14, MZ14, Par14a, RAA18, San12b]. age-independent [San12b]. Age-sensitive [So´ó14b].
Ley13b, LKY17, LYWSV13, LGZ+13, LJKG15, LSS15, LSS16, LQW17, LWL17, LWR+17, LP18b, LRS+18, LRY18, LC18, LCFC14, LW15, Lin12].

analysis

[LCY14, Lin18, LD16, LW10, LSY11, LHW12, LFLG14, LXL15, LWM+15, LTGH15, LYLD15, Lin16, LXL16, LW+16, LCLX16, LM16, LZC17, LTK+18, LLLH19, LdSDFFNM17, LDVSGDR16, LDVSGD19, LJM15, LA19, LCIADG19, LAW14, LDZ17, LW+11, LPZ17, MSYW12, MH16a, ML18, MC13, Mad15, Mnea+18+15, Mag14a, MM14a, MWH14, MBL18, MJ14C, MDDG17, GMGMY+18, MCvFP16, MeMo7, MCCU16, MF14, MdFda+14, MTT15, MSB18, MK19, Moe17, MPH16, MD18, MdNS+19, MT12a, MDFGAM14, MEG15, MFF+16, MHM12b, Mue18, MRR17, MAGSTRC15, MKF14, NMY+18, NRAW17, NSH+11, NSKO15, NFH12, NP1, NLL17, NBR+11, NPP+12, NHY+14, NT17, OGOPPR17, OZK11, OMOR13a, OMLC14, OA10c, Ort17, OE15, PFL19, PFDL17, Pan14, PY14, PLJ18, PHB+15, PSB+17, PLW+15, PR10, PCRMCB+18, PRSB16, PKL+16, PhD18, PQG14, PFPCM+19, PMN16, PHS12, QR1+17, QL12, RMCM13, RM18, RAS15, RR17, RGGBV16, RJ14, RCJ18, RFGBMA13, RBBG18, SR15, SC18, SFBS17, SH15a, SZMS17, SB15, SMCC18, SBB16, SHS15, SD13, SK17, SC10, SFNO12, SWH14a, SWH14b, SDS14a, SL+17, SL12a, Sku19, SM15, SY16b, SHL15, SZD16, Soo10a, Soo17, SAV18, SZ15, SDH16, SCL15, SZ12, tScL13, SG16, SX16, SZAIS14, TG16, TFH14, TUCR15, TCH+15, TA18, TA11, TK16, The18a, The19a, TBMM18, THFBdMA18, TW16, TP11, TSMDLCH11, Tsa11, yT11, yT15, yTn17, TT13, TCT+13, TE18, UHAR12, VH17, VMM15, VSVR15, VRF12, VuHL10, VLY17, VO17, VT10, VSK18, WvEVL+11b, WYH10, WS11, WLLL12, WLVZ13, WL14, WLR+14, WLD+14, WCB+15, WZW15, WTM+16, WXZ+16, WH16, WDS16, WMH+17, WC18, WRC+19, WWH+19, WL18, WP17, WOW10, WOW13]. analysis

[WSY12, WK15, WKK16, WW11, WLH+17, WHH+18, XZZ15, Xic15, XGCK19, XM13, YDZ10, YDJ12, mYqS15, YLL15b, YLC18, YMSQ10, YPH10, YWC12, YCL+13a, YCL+13b, YZW+17, YQW13, YCK11, YK12, YPK13, Yos13, YLH+17, YLJ+17, YWY10, YYLW14, Yur18b, ZCW14, ZAJ19, ZLI18b, ZLYF14, ZYSS14, ZLG+15, ZXH10, ZJLG10, ZG12a, ZLT+14, ZZ14, jZLY15, ZLL+15, ZXM+16, ZGI17c, ZWW+18, ZWZ+19, ZS11, ZCI14, ZZ16, ZYZZ+11, ZZ+12, ZYZZ+14, ZZZ+14, ZWW+15, ZWW+16, ZGL+17, ZG10, ZXLI14, ZZP+14b, ZP15, ZZZ15, ZG13c, ZY15, ZHL17, ZLN+13, ZSY+13, ZCMVQSI11, dART+17, dJC15, dPSS18, dPdCADMC+16, ddMS15, KK15, vLvWW16, vWBS+16, vdBSS18, JG14, Mix18, Pnu10]. analysts

[Lyk18]. analytic [CZV10, Pet18a]. analytical [Ano16c, CMPD19]. analytics [BLdCV17, RTP17]. analyze [CB16]. analyzed [PY19].

Analyzing [CC10a, GZ17, HH15a, KY17, KKK+14, MP15, PJY17, Sah16, SHK14, TSGRCCJC14, WCL14, YZB18, ZFY+17, BCML19, BHL+10, CIK+18, GD16, HB17b, Ma12, SCL12, VuHL10, MR18a]. anatomist
arbitrage [YKCK13]. archive [ZW18a]. archived [BC17]. Archives [CRLMLM17, MKYM+17, The18a]. archiving [Laa14, LP18a]. Archivos [CRLMLM17]. Arctic [HYYL12]. ARDL [ILP13]. Area [CDCK13, BLdJCV17, Egg13c, GdOdAG+13, HTHB11, KHVG+16, Kha13a, Kha13b, LOMLP+17, MCVFp16, MGMW14, OA10b, OA10c, Pin15, RGdCM17, San12c, SP12b, SÁV18, UBTS16, PQQ14]. areaal [Sch12a]. areas [FK17, GGS14, GWB11, HHK+12, HHZ14, LCC12, LSR13, MNdF16, MGC19, Pet18a, RCD+J+14, SH15b, FK18]. area [WLY14]. Argentina [CRFM+12, MC13, MMAHS10]. Argentinean [CRMdMA15]. Argentinian [GZM15]. arise [GRSFV14a]. arisen [Har16d]. arithmetically [Hag10b]. Armenia [GHA+15]. art [Ano16b, DG16, ENST16, LMR16, PFDL17, RMdO17, UMDSV12, Wad16, Wad17]. artefact [Van12]. Article [BS15b, JN11, PB18, ABMRVZ14, Avk13, BS15a, BBSS16c, CGPT15, CP16, DB16, EGR13, dCPF14, FESD11, GBG19, GdA14, KCT+17, LLH+16, LDZ17, MT13a, MSC18, NG16, QA19, SP14, The19a, WLMF15a, WLMF15b, XGL+19, Zt12, dW15, AZSA14]. article-level [LLH+16]. Articles [Bha11, AYS14, Ase10, BIH18, Cab14, CC11a, CSS+16, CVD14, Cab15b, Cha14, Cha18c, Cha19b, CHY13, Che18a, CHL10, CH12, DBO+18, DGD19, ESB15, Eld19, Emm19, dCPF14, FHZ16, FI16, GRSFV12a, GdA14, HII+18, HBS+19, Ho14, HV18b, HYYL12, HLY14, HW12, HP10, IK18, JN15, Jam17, JNA18, JGD14, KP1J6, KY17, Kos18b, LL16, LY16a, LS16, LHM+11, LTGH15, LHT18, LNMQV16, dNSM18, MAB+13, MAS14, MASM16, MZ14, NJM18, ND16, PNS+10, PFL19, PB18, PTMT11, Ric17, RPK16, RPK18, RMH14, SGM+16, SCGZR16, SM17, SML16, TA11, The18c, Tom17, Tom18, VVN16, VH17, WLF15, WFG16, WFS16, WK17, WLC17, WBX18, WJCC19, WWC19, YHL19, YJ11, ZW18b, dAG13, dW15]. articles-how [GdA14]. artifacts [NSC13]. Artificial [CGG+17, CC10a, ILB11, LVSL18, OMCP17, ZWZ+19]. artificially [Ama15]. arts [LXH+18, HH15c]. ARWU [Doc12, JJS+12]. arXiv [BI14]. ASAC [CST11]. ascertaining [BMP+14]. ASEAN [HK1+12, KRR14, NP11, PS15, RS12, Vin12b]. ashes [Har16d]. Asia [Chu14, HTHB11, KP12a, KTT11, SK14c, WCK+12, WCB+15, WHW+19, WLZ+15]. Asian [Bar17a, CDCK13, HIC12, HKH+12, KHK13, Moe16b, PP18, WG12]. Aspect [IA19, GHvdB12]. aspects [Ball12, BN10, ELL18, ZG17d]. Asperger [LP+16]. aspirant [WF17]. assassins [CPRSFVG19]. assertion [BSK15]. assess [ADS12, ADC12, ADC15, AONdFC12, Doc11a, Doc11b, HRH10, MBA13, RGGB16, Sch16]. assessed [Fed13, FCWH11, LLG14]. Assessing [ADS10a, BM11, CGG+17, CYT+12, DGF+18, Gal17, GK18, GPN10, G13, KLP12, KHVG+16, LTM12, Lee10a, LSM+15, MGLZ10, MHH+13, McC14, MT13a, MS16, PY14, PLBZ18, Sch11a, MYS15, BAB13, BLS15, BSMD11, FMP17a, Ham14, HBA19, ILB13, LNRS18B18, NCG+19, Tol12, YWL16]. Assessment [BBDS+14, BP11, CLD13, LSC10, ADS10b, AV10, ADD11b, ADD11a, AD11b, ACD13, ADD14a, AD16, ACC+16, BD16a, BYR13, BKL15,
BR11, BGJ+16, BS16, CTL+19, CFSSP16, CG18a, DJWS11, FAI+18, FE14, FE16a, FE16b, GTD14, GZ18, GRG12, GG15b, GMM16, GAGT15, Hal14, HYYR14, ILP11, LPC17, Lyk18, MWH14, McC18, MYN+15, MCR+12, MTA+18, PS15, Pin15, Pou10, Pra11a, Pra18e, RNB19, Sal17, SZMS18, SH15b, SBT18, SBSR19, Siv16b, SDP+19, TAB13, VG11b, WXZ+16, WAT16, ZK19, ZLZ+10, ZC16, dCPRP18, DPF16, WAT16, ZK19, ZLZ+10, ZC16, dCPRP18, DPF+16].

Assessments [TR14, Vin17, vLCCMV13].
assignee [CF14, SWCH14].
assignees [HCS+15, LZZ+13].
Assigning [CFP14].
assignment [Don17].
assisted [VAJCC17].
associated [CHC17, Hen18, KR15, MRGT13, SFR+19, TR14, XGL+19, Zhu17].
Association [GWBSVWB13, ZGL+17, CGKB18, CdMCdMMdP17, LYS+17, LVHS+15, YWS18, ZYNZ18].
associations [CG17].
assortative [PR10].
assumptions [Lin18, OCCSM11].
Astrobiology [GG13, Coc18, TA15].
astronomers [BG¨O+13].
astronomical [Tri10].
Astronomy [Wil15, CH13a, CH14, GT17, RLW14].
Astrophysics [BI14, MASM14, MASM16, CH13a, CH14, HL15, TC11, TC13, VY17].
SOBM16, SLGO17, San12a, San12d, San12c, TBW+12, VO17, WW15, WQY12, WBX18. **Authorship**

[Fer14, RKZK18, Abb11, AF18, Aus14b, AP14, BHB13, BM12b, CMUdF15, CVC+15, Cha19c, CRFM+12, CHL10, CB11, CFK16, Fie15b, Fie15a, Fie15c, FDYZ16, Gal11, GLS16, GA18, GTGARAG15, Hag10h, Hen16, Hen18, HLW19, ICC16, JCK11, JX13, KY16, Kim10, KGG15, KPSL12, LH12, LF14a, LF14b, LX15, Med18, MCL+11, MdNS+19, NPT+15, OVJM17, OROMAA16, OKK14, PFL19, PYL16, PROGMA10, PG14b, PB16, Pra11b, Pri15, Pri16b, RGGBV16, RP17b, RPK18, SP14, SL14, SSN19, SJ19, Tol11, UHAR12, VuHL10, VO17, Wal16, YB14, YSD11, dSF13]. **authorships**

[BL15, CHM15, FK16, KB18, Med18]. **automated**

[LBW17, ST14c, DPF+16]. **Automatic**

[ABM19, KBT14, MXZ18, vEWNB10, ES16b, GMJ+17, MSA13]. **automatizing**

[Lam12]. **automobile**

[CD18]. **Automotive**

[CD16b]. **automation**

[MAGAM13]. **availability**

[BC17, ABMSSP16, ABSF+19, CLD13, LL16, LP18a]. **average**

[ADV11, Egg10c, GBDG19, YY16]. **avoid**

[LMKG19]. **Avoiding**

[The17b]. **awakers**

[Fan19]. **awakens**

[EG18]. **award**

[MTA+18, Fie15b]. **awardees**

[Han11]. **awarding**

[HN16]. **awards**

[CT15b, JL18b, MTU17, ZL15a]. **aware**

[CU16]. **away**

[SS16]. **axiomatics**

[Que10]. **Azerbaijan**

[GHA+15].

B **[PAL13].** Back **[MMOMALC16, CG18b, SMF18].** background **[CT15b, Ye14].** backward **[CKPY19, CLHH10, YST12].** bad **[HS16a].** badly **[WP18].** Baidu **[CD18].** Baike **[Ano18b].** balance **[Ley18, MHH+13, Pra19a].** balanced **[WLZ+19].** ball **[Cha19a].** Baltic **[ZKD11].** bang **[MB10a].** Bangladesh **[HMK+12, MR10].** bankruptcy **[dPdCAdMC+16].** bans **[CRBRG+18].** bar **[RCJ18, Ano17a, The17c].** Bar-Ilan **[Ano17a, The17c].** Barsotti **[Pra17a].** base **[FRPP17, GLUML16, Ham11, HMK+12, MKF14, RY14, SDJ19, WOW10, ZGL17, ZLH+15].** Based **[CXZ19, DLL+16b, AAH10, AF15a, AJSN18, ACD11, Ahr17, uARA19, AÇA+14, ACHVH10, ÁCCG+15, Ama18a, ADD+15, AW11, AGLNRR14, AMMT16, AYS+13, Ask18, AMI18, BK10, BKL15, Bel17, BGBS18, BT18b, BT18c, BSBG18, BM14b, BHI16c, BYY17, Boy17b, BN14, BDC+12, Cab11, CHWL12, CHL15, Cha18c, CZPR17, CCLL14, CC12b, CYH13, CLSW19, CHL10, CL16, De 13, DMB17, DdS19, Egg14b, ÊMS+13, Eto13, EHK12, FZZ17, FSSP+15, FE16a, FE16b, FMM14, FA10, Gal11, pGsyW+19, GTD14, HA19, HK19, HYF+17, HBA19, HGH17a, HB18b, HLC17, HH10, HP18, HMJ+13, Hos11, HTL15, HSPY15, HZL+17, HH17e, HYS18, IA19, JSZ13, JHI6, JDLIV14, JS15, Jun12, KMD+18, KM15a, KWM+18, KT15, KP16, Kha13a, Kha13b, KHR+19, KP12b, KD14, KL17, Kis11b, KB13, KB18, KJES16, KW17, KPRT16, KTRP17, KK17].** based **[KR17a, LGR17, LVSL18, LSC10, LS17a, LPMK17, LZZ+12, LZZ+13].**
[AYS14, AYS16, CC11a, cTnHwH17]. Benin [Még13b, Még13c]. benthic [dCdSNB15]. Berlin [GGG+11]. Bertocchi [BD16b]. Bertoli [Pra17a]. Bertoli-Barsotti [Pra17a]. Best [GRSFV+14c, Cav15b, CFG+14, DJWS11, FLM16, GRSFV19, MT15, SR16]. Best-in-class [GRSFV+14c]. better [ADR19, AC13, Fan13a, FFL16, GRSFV16b, GZGAC16, GZGAC17, HC16a, HK12, IA19, Lyk18, MS18a, MDFGAM14, SK16, Sch10b, WW19]. Betteridge [CP16]. between [ADS11, AZKR13, ABMSSP16, AMFLH15, AND19, BCML19, BB10, BL10, Bak17, BD12b, BSS15, BBL17b, BS15b, BL15, BZBLP16, BL17b, CKPY19, Cha13, Cha18b, CCI10b, CS11a, CSC14, Che18a, CIK+18, Cle16, CdCdMMdP17, DFG+18, DC15b, Dya14, EMSH16, ERW12, Egg10d, Egg13b, ER19, EMH+10, Fin11, Fin15, FM11c, Fuk14, FI16, pGDT12, GRSFV18, GD16, GZ11, GB14b, GdOdAG+13, GP18b, GBMA14, GMSZ18, HJJ18, Har14b, HJ11, HCLC14, ILB11, ILBG14, JG12, JG14, qInShPL17, JK10b, JKSK15, KZSZ19, KLP17, KA13, Kim10, K12b, KTM16, KG10b, KJ14, KM12, LAL15, LBGBdMA13, LV11, LL10, Lec10b, LH12, LHW16, LJ+15, LLP+16, LXH+18, ML18, MV10, MM16, MR15, MRGT18, MSL11, MGMY+18, MG10, MPM18, MSC18, NA18, APFR+13, OMA15, dFPYdCL12, PCR18, PJY17, Pen19]. between [PRRC15, Pra17a, RGLE16, RCCM14, RSGFV14, RP16, RP17b, RPK17, RPK18, San12c, Sch13b, SH15c, SZ18, TLSH14, TA11, The16, The18c, TYWZ12, Tod11, VTY17, WV13, WvEvL+11a, WW14, WW17, WWP17, Wol15, XXL+17, XGCK19, YSM+19, YWS18, YYD12, YWW17, YST12, ZG15, ZFY+17, ZSR+18, ZYN18, ZG12b, ZG13b, ZW19, ZRY+12, ZL15b, ZB15, ZH17, DJC15, dW15, dSTL18]. between-department [PRRC15]. Betweenness [LWB18a, GLM11]. Beyond [ATM16, McC18, SK12, CRMdMA15, HH15b, KB11b, KR17a, Mik17, OKCP17, Pra10b, Ran09, RPAMR19]. bi [GZ11]. bi-directional [GZ11]. Bias [CFS18, ADR16a, CGSS13, CdCdMMdP17, DD18, GRSFV16a, HE16, KKdBK12, KK13, LRZ13, MRLW15, Mon15b, Mue18, SC13, WL18]. biases [CdCdMMdP17, MBT16, Mes11]. Bibliographic [TZG15, ATJ16, BC13a, DRS18, DCS12, FS12, GD16, GKF17, Gus19, HA19, HD17, HWW11, HH10, HC14b, hHC15, KKL17, KWS17, Liu17, LJM15, LME10, dCCMAW16a, dCCMAW16b, OMAT19, SKCK14, SL12a, Soö14b, VO17, YSY+13, dCPR18]. Bibliographical [LKP11, CHL15]. bibliographically [Sch12a]. Bibliometric [APPS15, AMFLH15, Ano18a, BY13, BSS15, BGJ+16, CFM18, CVD14, CIK+18, CdCdMMdP17, CZ18, DSG+15, DC16, EDEH16, FP18, FM11a, FZZ+11, GALR16, HL15, HZD+15, Kaz14, LLL12, LJKG15, LHC16, LLP+16, LA19, LW17+11, LPZ17, MM14a, MM14b, MC12, MKP16, NBR+11, RNF19, SH19, SÁV18, SZ1S14, TW10, Ter17, vTn17, TE18, VFA10, vLvWW16, ADS12, APT13, AG13, AAB+13, AEFP16, APR19, ATCCA18b, AATBP15b, ABGS14, AYS16,
Ama18b, AC13, ACC+16, AMMT16, Asu19, BMM14, Bar17b, BK15, BL11a, Bel13, BLS15, BMTA15, Bor16, BG17, BTL19, BZBLP16, CHWL12, CZW13, CLHH10, hCyL12, CWJC14, CJY+15, CRZGVQMA15, CH12, CC11b, CG15b, CvLvR11, CNC18, CAS16, DMB17, DVB15, DSM11, DSH+10, DXL+12, EBR16, EBK16, EW15, Eii18, FZQ17, Fed13, FS12, FPS14].

bibliometric
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[HYC15, ZYZZ+11, AD12, AJACRdMA16, CSC12, CH13, CSC13, CKCK10, CK14, Chu14, DMM13, FY15, FLZ17, GGG14, GISLV+18, HF19, HWWL14, IL14b, JCC13, LZ+12, LZ+13, LPL14, LJ10, LW13, OMA15, RVFD16, SR16, Shal2, SN10, TM12, TYYW16, VRF12, WL+14, WILP16, WA18a, WS13a, WF17, ZL18a, ZZP+14a, ZW+17a, ZLDD19, ZL+15].

Industry-academia

[HYC15].

Inefficiencies

[PS16a].

Inefficiency

[ADD14a].

Inequality

[GHS18, Kor19, LXWC17, Pra17b, ZM16].

Infer

[Mou15a].

Infering

[HRB+13, HRB+14].

Inflation
Influence [AJSN18, Cha16, FMM15b, IL14a, ILGZ+14, KY16, MC10, MdNS+19, TBB+16, YY14, Avk13, BPGGdMA12, BGAAM15, BG3J16, CD17, CFG+14, CM18, CB11, DNAH15, Egg11b, FYC15, GFC18, GSM+16, GTAG18, GBMA14, HWLL14, ILP13, KJW+17, LWL17, LXWC17, OPGW+13, PW13, Per18, PRA16a, Pra19c, RW11, SP14, SND19, Sch13a, SLISC17, SK18, SZGC16, TM12, The18d, The19b, WTG15, WZCC19, WW11, ZW17a, ZW14, ZW19, ZZLS19, vWvW+14]. influenced [CNPG17]. Influences [ZZZ+14, CLLZ15, CC12b, KGSS16, ZT18, ZT19]. influencing [BK10, BKSS15, CGC18, DX17, ES16a, GNHT18, MOA16a, VHG+15, WYAY12]. Influential [HBS+19, GRSFV12a, GRSFV+12b, LDVSGD19, RH18, SKM15, TBMM18]. influenza [TZ15]. Info [JAAA18]. infomap [VYL17]. informative [CRBRG+18]. informatics [BCML19, JK10a]. Information [ABMSSP16, Ano15, Ano18a, Aq12, CBuHqZ15, Glä18, GAPP18, hHSL19, HWL14, ILP13, KJW+17, LWL17, LXWC17, OPGW+13, PW13, Per18, PRA16a, Pra19c, RW11, SP14, SND19, Sch13a, SLISC17, SK18, SZGC16, TM12, The18d, The19b, WTG15, WZCC19, WW11, ZW17a, ZW14, ZW19, ZZLS19, vWvWtH14]. information [SGG+14, Sha12, SKCK14, SFNO12, Soo19, SM15, SB19, SN10, tScL13, The17c, yT11, yT15, yTmSh16, TT13, VDV16, WW15, WYvE11, Whi10, Wol15, XGY+16, YDZ10, YL12, Ye14, ZLYF14, ZSC18, Zha10, Zhe19, dZLwC+15, ZYS16, dsF13, CWH11, DPR18]. information-seeking [BKRG13]. informational [EO14]. informative [GMSZ18]. informatization [ZY19]. informed [AD11a, BD16a, BGJ+16, LD16, MCR+12, RSGFV18]. Informetrics [Aq15, KöG12, KG13, RM18, SSAG16, AER+14, BI10a, CP14, GLM11, KJ12a, Wol15, ZRY+12, 2GMR14, LRLG10, OING12, Pen19]. informing [TKA17]. infrastructure [KM11, LRA14, SK14c, WK15]. infrastructures [JDLV14, MT15]. infringement [Jan17, PYK12]. inherited [AF18]. inhibiting [MH13]. Inhibitors [WT14, CWJC14]. initial [BD10b, FRdA16]. Initiative [Bor16, MSH16]. inlinking [Hol10]. inner [CGPT15]. Inno [CC12a]. Innovating [URU10a]. Innovation [JCC13, Koz15, UMdSV12, dSFSF15, Ahr17, APPF18, APLHF18, Ano16b, Ano17d, AMMT16, ÁRM13, BD12a, BS19, CSC12, CHC13, CLkS11, CyPP12, CP14, CL17b, CKB+14, DLL+16a, DMM13, De 16a, DddlPPL+19, FLZ17, FWF18, Fuk16, GRBBS17, GL15, GWS15, GP18a, GZ14b, HMC+19, KZSZ19, KP12a, KVC15, KPY16, Lec12, LPMK17, LAHH15, LJ10, LJC+15, LYLD15, LLHN17, MvdH13, MDDG17, MCCU16, MT15, PM18, RVFEdM10,
inter-researcher [Cab11]. inter-specialty [MY16]. inter-textual [LAL15]. interaction
[BAH15, BSG17, Bar17b, pGDT12, Lzb10, ZC14]. Interactions
dCdAM19, COT16a, HSWC13, KLP17, Mor16, RRBA10, ZB12.
Interactive [LKR14, BND11, DGF17, PC18]. interbasin [ZL15]. intercultural [CY13]. interdependencies [DFG18]. Interdisciplinarity
[Ham11, KM15a, MGMY18, WNS13, ZSCR18, BP11, CMDT14, Cha18a, Cha18c, GG13, JKPL18, JL14, JW18a, Ley18, dCCMA16a, dCCMA16b, MRN14, MKP16, Nic14, PLWS14, RM10, Rod17, RPNC13, SDEB16, Sug11, WWH17, XG16]. Interdisciplinary
[BB10, TO18]. intermediaries [LP10]. intermediarity [PY14]. Internal [Dya17b, CCF14, DC14, SSN19, Dya17a]. International
[AGHL14, Ano10, Ano15, BD10b, COS11a, DMM17, FSOS12, GGH14, HSL14, HSBW10, KB11c, KOG12, KG13, KRR14, LHHG16a, LLRG10, LKR14, Mge13a, NHH11, NA12, OING12, PLM14, SSAG16, WW13, WK15, WS13b, Yur16b, ZPG14, ZG11, ZZ12, ZYY14]. international
[PSB17, PJB12, Per10, PS16b, PL18, Pra13, QMSM19, QA18, RRSA18, RGTSLCH14, RPK16, SH15b, SI10c, Sch11a, SB14]. internationalisation
[tScL13, TUCR15, TA11, TW18, TA17, WVL17, WTG15, Xie15, YY14, YHL18, ZHG16, ZYSS14, ZG17b, ZRL18, ZW19, ZL15a, ZG10, WT16, Wad16, Wad17]. internationalisation [LV18]. internationally [CBW18]. Internationalization
[Dya14, QJZ14, VE14, ADS11, AChO19, AZSA14, AZSA16, MT12b, Siv16b]. internationally
[Ama18b]. Internet
[MCvFP16, CP12b, LYS17, NT17, PW13, RWG15, YLL15b]. interoperability [DLL16b, DCV17, ZC16]. interplay [Zit15]. interpret
dMAL14]. interpretation [CV15, LZG13, SBK19, Vu10]. interpretative [BVOL18]. Interpreting
[Bor17, Ste17]. interventional [GR16]. interview [Par14a, Par14c]. intra
[CGC18, SIS17, WZ19a]. intra- [WZ19a]. intra-institutional
K-core [XCS+16]. Karenina [MB13]. Karlovcev [Rod16]. Katy [Ley11a]. KCI [KCP11]. KCI-based [KCP11]. Keeling [MHFB17]. Key [GRG12, ZLW19, DLGP16, HLLT14, SDS14a, ZZY19, ZyZZ+11]. key-route [HLLT14]. KeyGraph [CYH13]. KeyGraph-based [CYH13]. Keyword [Ben19, ADM19, BM13a, BM13b, BH18, CHL15, HWQ+18, HQY+18, KC12, KW15, MM15a, SI17, SL10, VRF12, WNS13, WC18, WP17, XCS+16, XBD+18, YC12, YLL10]. keyword-based [YLL10]. Keywords [ZLH+15, CXpHqZ15, Li18, LCIADG19, M ´AB18, YLH18, ZWHH13]. kids [Har19b]. kill [PLT14]. Kirk [Tom18]. knockdown [BL17b]. know [Ley11a]. Knowledge [ACAGD+17, BHA15, CD18, Fuk16, JvGH10, KNK+19, LGZ+13, Lja16, MO11, SLK12, yT15, WZLZ13, ACh19, AEFP16, Ama18b, AHP17, ARS17, AC12, BC119, BFGVV+18, BM12, CMRC15, CLLZ15, CU16, CH13b, CRLMRPA10, CRLMRPA17, CKB+14, DT16, DCY+17, EES13, FMP17a, FRPP17, Fin11, FKRS14, FVVSGM+18, FK17, FK18, Gál17, GGR11, GG12, GLÜGML16, GN17, GZ14a, GP18b, GZ17, HH13, HH15a, HSAK18, HRH10, HL13, HLL14, HMK+12, HEH17, Hu11, HFL14, HWLL14, HDW+15, Hur17, IA19, Iwa17, KM12, Lar12, LSC10, LK17, Ley11b, L214, LCS+16, LC18, LP10, LSY11, LM13b, LJC+15, LL13b, MLY+14, MY16, MGMY+18, MKF14, NTM+18, NP11, Oze12a, Pet18a, PPE14, PSY+19, Rod17, RPGM16, RCCM14, SK16, SdJDD19, SMF18, Sch12a, SZ12, SD13, SWH14a, SWH14b, SK13, Sso19, SL10, STCRPA18].

knowledge [SX16, SD18, SZ18, SK14c, TLSH14, TO18, UCH19, US10, US10a, URU10b, WPW+14, WDS16, WA18a, WK15, Wn13, WKS19, WS13b, YG18, YC10, YS13, YKCK13, YC12, YLL10, YWW10, ZS17, ZSC18, ZLW19, Zni1, ZZW19a, ZY15, ZLH+15, ZH17, dSF13, dPolCAdMC+16, vdPR18, Ar12, Har13c]. Knowledge-based [SLK2, LZ14, TLSH14]. knowledge-building [ÁRS17]. Knowledge-transfer [WZLZ13, KM12]. Kohsetsushi [Fuk19]. Kong [Liu16, Hor18, LYGQ12, LXL15, LXL16, ML18, Pra18a]. Kor [KCP11].

Kor-Factor [KCP11]. Korea [SWH14b, CP12b, CC13, CL17a, CH13b, FKRS14, HP18, HWLL14, JK15, KHJ+12, Kim14, KTLD16, KPSL12, LP17, Par14b, PYL16, PHL17, PP18, PY19, SP12b, SL13, SWH14a, Won13, Wu14, Yoo15]. Korea-based [HP18].

Korean [AhO14, ACh19, CK14, CyPP12, Kim10, KP12b, KLL14, KCP11, KMD2, Leeb10b, LSCK12, Lec12, PY14, PLJ18, Sha12, YPH10, YL12, YYP17].


[BSK15, KJS14, Pri16a, Rai19, SK18, SHL15, ZYS16]. landscapes
[KD18, OGOPPR17]. Language
[BF17, Bar17a, BS15a, BWD12, CG18b, DGD19, GXC+19, GBMA14, LNMQRRI15, MSYW12, MBT16, SW19, vRvLV11]. languages
[Fuk17, OMLC14]. Lanka [MR10]. laparoscopy [CZW13]. Large
[ACC+16, SYDW19, SS15, BS17, BYY18, CQB16, FEHC19, GKK15, Hal14, IF13, Kon12, KTRP17, LLH+16, LGD12, LRA14, MSdBC16, NF19, PIB18, Pra14a, RC13a, SSN19, ZZL19, ZYX+14]. Large-scale
[ACC+16, SS15, BYY18, FEHC19, GKK15, IF13, KTRP17, LLH+16, LGD12, LRA14, NF19, ZZL19]. largest [KT15]. lasso [VHH16].

[JC11, MGT14, OHT10, RBBG18]. latest [WLC17]. Latin
[AR18, Ana18c, BMTA15, CSR+18, CRZGVQMA15, CRZGVQdMA16, CR14, CRLMLM17, MC10, MSB18, OMLC15, RPDCRVRP15, RG18, SPB18, ZGCRVQ18]. latter
[ADD10]. launched [GBM+16, GGH+10]. laureate [CÔT16a]. laureates [Ama18a, CÔT15, CT15b, CZPR17, Fie15a, SBB16, YGD17, ZZY19]. Law
[TÜ10, Aus13, ANFF16, LAL15, Lin11, MS13, RPK18, SND19, SM14, cThHvH17, YGD17, AYS14, AYS16, CC11a, CP16, WHH+18]. law-the [LAL15]. laws [BS15a, Brz15, MH16a]. layers [ZWL+18]. LCD [YKCK13].

LDA [WKHS19]. lead [MZ14, RJ14, Tu19, WS13a]. leader [LF14b]. leaders
[Bue15, Cam18, JK19]. Leadership [TG16, BFHS18, CRZGVQdMA16, Hal13, Hir19a, KB10, LZCZ18, MT13b, QMSM+19, TG17, TFJD14]. Leading
[CMRC15, Asa19, Cam18, CV15, FI16, IMSK14, NPP+12, Osw10, RCG+15, RPGM16, WLZ+15]. leads [JSZIZ13]. lean [FdSdO17]. learn
[Li16, LF17, WRV14]. learned [LYWSV13]. Learning
[PSY+19, BK10, CL11, CLJH12, CG18b, DAMC15, FA10, HII+18, HSAK18, KMD+18, Ken18, KK18, KK17, NZL+19, RG15, SM12, THFbD1A18, WPCG13, WGi11, ZML19, AMFLH15]. least [Cha16, dS17b]. leave [HA17a]. led [Kon12]. legal [SMLHCP17]. legend [MB14]. Leibniz [Ama18a].

Leiden [BG18, DF15, LB12]. Leinster [MKP16]. leishmaniasis [SFBS17]. length [ADC12, Egg13a, GMSZ18, HAA14, WGCK19]. lengthening [BL13]. lens [BM19, LJJ+16]. lense [WB15]. Less [QZZ17, AC13, CVL14, MS18a]. lessons [QA18, WT15]. Letter [BBSS16c, Bor15b, Egg10e, Lor10, Pra11c, Pra16b, Pra17a, Pra18c, Ric17, HL18, BI18a]. letters [THB18, LHW16]. level
[AD11b, AvLS14, AMK13, BPJ+14, BFMRM19, BHS14, BBSS16a, BBSS16b, BBSS16c, CA19, CB11, Fuk19, GSRSFV+13, GHT17, GC10, GW15b, HSL+14, Har13a, Keg15, KK19, KS17, LWIB16, LCS+16, LXDL13, LLH+16, MOO17, Mue16, NF13, PC18, PR14, Pra16b, RqE16, SBA+19, TABA16, TSGG17, UBTS16, Wal16, WSC16, WSL14, Wi15, XZ15, Yan14, Yur15, ZCL14, Zit15]. levels [AHUR11, CHY16, CVLB10, DASY18, EO14, GBMA14, SMM15, WS13a, ZWZ+19]. Leveraging [ACH019]. Lewison [Ama18b]. Lexical
[GHT17, LWB10, MAA+11, RNM18, TG18b]. Leydesdorff
[Hir19b, Pra12a, LM13a, Par14a, WvEvL+11a]. libraries
[Kim18, Kim19a, OMR14, ZWL+18]. Library
[ABMSSP16, Ard12, CXPnZ15, GAPP18, hHSL19, LM19, RPK18, ZSY+13, AW10, Ben12, CHL15, Cha18c, Cha19b, CRFM+12, DXL+18, FMP17b, HHGZ11, HHDL13, HC12, LC18, Lin12, LHW12, LWM+15, Lun19, MH15, QZZ17, SMM15, TT13, WW15, WYvE11, XCS+16, YDZ10, YL12, Zha10, ZZ11, ZYS16, KY17, PB17b]. licensed [WPW+14]. licensing
Long-term [SVS18, WJCC19]. Longitudinal
[BL11b, AP16, BN10, FRPP17, Har13d, Har14b, HA16, HKWC15, PW13, PR10, PQG14, THAL15, FCC17, VEJC+18b, WP17, WS13b, YMSQ10, dWZD14, vdB16, vdBdK16]. look
[CAV19, DMV10, Hei19, HL17, SA11, SA12, SMF18, SL10]. Looking
[FLM16, Rig13, Sug11, dCdSNB15]. Lorenz [ER19]. lose [BH17a]. loss
[KKS17]. lost [DF15]. Lotka [ER12, WZS12]. Lotkaian [Egg10a]. Love
[ZG13b]. low [BWD10, Pri16a]. low- [BWD10]. low-energy [Pri16a]. lower
[ADD11d]. LSH [AT18]. LTE [WLD+14]. Lucio [Pra17a]. luminarie
[WM17]. luminous [WM17]. lunches [BBP14]. Lung [LRWS16].
[FMM15b, FM11a, FM12, LNRSRBB18, MDDG17, TTC17]. manuscript
[BMI2a, KBK17, SGSS17, SA17]. manuscripts [Ama15, BWD10, BD10b,
BWD12, BJHD12, CGG+17, CGK+14, GRSFV14b, Sch11b]. many
[Hag10a, HB17a, HB18a, JL14, LL13a, Oos15]. map
[BSBG18, HZL+17, KWM+18, Pra10d, WvBE11, YS13, YLL10].
map-based [HZL+17]. Mapping [AATBPAB15b, ATYL17, BBJS16, CG11,
CF14, CP14, FAI+18, FMP17b, GGR11, GTGABAG15, GJ11, GKV11,
HMK+12, HGH17b, KGNB11, KG10a, KS18, KKBW17, Kos16a, KJ13,
LM19, LYS+17, LKY17, LG16, LMR16, MdBDp+19, MSB18, NFIH12,
NLC17, NA12, Par14b, RAS15, SS10b, SL10, SZ18, SK14c, Tei11, YVL17,
WY12, YDZ10, YLL15b, ZZ11, ZL15a, ZB12, dPSS18, BD12b, Boy17b,
CIK+18, DC15b, DLMX15, GN19, HLSW18, KD18, KMP11a, LGB12,
LJJ+16, ML+15, Moh12, MAGSTR15, Ol15a, OMCP17, SMF18, SBSU15,
So11b, SK12, SDEB16, SB19, USPO15, ZLH+15, vEWNB10, vEW10, NK15].
mappings [LCS+16]. MapReduce [HAG+16]. Maps [Sma10, dSAEE15,
IS16, LCR13, LKR14, LBW17, MLY+14, Sma11, TW10, YPK13]. March
[BMM14]. marine [dCdsn15]. markers [dBONM+19]. market
[CO10, CSC13, CSC14, CLW+19, CFM15, FT19, GRSFV14a, MR18b, NF13].
market-oriented [CFM15]. Marketing
[CMPD19, BHPvdP18, MAGSTR15, Saa10, VT10, WZW15]. markets
[CMRC15, FS10, PN15]. Markov [AHP17]. Martin [LM13a]. mass
[GALR16, KB11a, SKM15]. Massacrator© [PLT14]. master [Jac18].
masters [BR12]. match [ATJ16, AT18, RGE16]. matching [ZC16].
material [vLCCMV13]. materials [KSSB13, LLLL18]. MATH [CB15].
Mathematical
[Egg11c, FSSPG+15, BD13, BFM+14, KM18c, SIR+14, Zuc10].
mathematicians [DRS14, ZCKZ16]. Mathematics [BL11a, uARA19,
AA16, BD12b, Bra12a, GLS16, GQAM19, HG17, LD16, SL12b, ZT14].
Matrices [RRA10]. matrix [HH17e, YHL19]. matter
[HSBW10, LVS18, Mar11, NG16, TH19, WH14]. matters [Har16b, Yu17].
Matthew [PD10, YGW+15]. Maturity
[RMoD17, KHVGA+16, LNRSRBB18]. may [BBJS16, SA17]. me [KB12].
me-too [KB12]. mean [Laz10, TG17, ZCL14, ZCL15]. mean-based
[ZCL14, ZCL15]. meaningful [BB15]. meaningfully [BM14b]. means
[SYDW19, dSNV18]. measure [ADS10b, AD14, AW10, Ama18b, BT17,
BT18a, CNPG17, CLHH10, CI12b, CC11b, CB16, EGU10, Har16a, Har16c,
HS16b, LPL16, Liu17, Lun19, PMN16, RZ12, RKT+15, Saf13, SS10a, Sch10a,
YWZ+17, ZLF+14, ZLZ19, ZTRH18, Zhe19, dSFs15]. measured
[BMI14a, GM12, GK18, JZL10, VSS12]. Measurement
[Rha17, ASW18, BTL19, ET15, LG12, Osw10, PPM+17, RBC+10].
measurements [HT19, dCMAW16a, dCMAW16b]. Measures
[Moe10, SA16, Abb13, BLS15, Cab11, CFSSP16, CM18, DLGP16,
DGDGSV15, FSSPG+15, GRSF+13, GPNN14, GKK15, GLM11, Hal13, HK12,
Kim10, KJES16, LWB18a, MvdH13, MKHB13a, MKHB13b, RPNC13, SS16].
Measuring [ADIR13, ALYZ15, BMD+18, Car16, CKJ17, CJW10, Cla15, Das16, DL16, DNAH15, Din14, EGR13, HT11, HH13, HIG+17, HWL11, HCS+15, Hun12, JDLL14, JK10b, KP12b, KB18, KS17, LIZ14, ML16b, MG12, RGLE16, RFVEd1M10, SR16, Sch13b, SV19, SN10, tScL13, Var11, Wal15, WWH+17, WRC+19, ZZLS19, ZZZC16, ZHMX14, ZL17, ZG17f, ADV13, ATM16, ACAGD+17, BHM16, ENST16, FESD11, GSMT10, HSAK18, KLL14, KB10, LPL14, Nic14, PB17b, PB12, RW11, Sch15c, SPS14, Sni16, SML16, TSRGG17, Wra18, ZQH+17, ZNB+17]. mechanical [JC12].


Network [CB15, GG12, KMP11a, NO14, OA10b, PW13, SFB17, WhCL10, WWP17, AJSN18, AP16, BB10, BHR13, BHA15, BAR13, BHKP11, BPJ+14, BD12b, BFS17, BSBG18, Bora16, BFM+14, Buc15, BSKB17, CD17, CD14, CH13a, CH14, CL+17, CZPR17, CC10a, CY13, CS11b, CL17a, CYK+11, CU16, DT16, DAMC15, DLGP16, DCY+17, EMS+13, ET15, EES13, FMP17a, FR11, FSC14, FDVZ16, GLS16, GKK15, Glá12, GBHT16, GP18b, GLM11, HKWC15, HZ17, HLW19, HS17, HH17e, HW10, JBC19, KLPP16, KP12b, KCK14, KLCS14, KD14, KTL16, KKK+14, Kos16a, KM16, KM18c, LPC17, LSC10, LSC12, Lee15, LJS16, LK17, LYS+17, LZF15, LZR14, LW15, LSY11, LX15, LMI16, LSC17, LCIADG19, Mad15, MJHG13, MCvFP16, MPH19, MGgdP17, NRAW17, NSKO15, OMA15, OA10c, PR10, RM10, RRS18, RKT+15, RPG10, RPG16, RTP17, SBA+19, SHL15, SÁV18]. network [tScL13, SL16, SYLC17, Suo14, UHAR12, VYL17, WLR+14, WK15, WKK16, YDZ10, YLC18, YPH10, YLL+15c, YLH18, YCK11, YLYH+17, YSD11, ZY13, ZF14, ZCL+16, ZLL+17, ZRL18, ZSC18, ZLW19, ZZW14, ZZW19a, ZYZZ+14, ZGL+17, ZGJ18, ZG13c, ZWHH13, BHL+10, BR1+16, The18a]. network-based [AJSN18, CZPR17, KD14]. network-level [SBA+19]. network-related [ZLL+17]. networking [DL15X, IQT+19, MDFGAM14, MCB15, WZ19b]. Networks [ACCG+15, dSFS15, AHUR11, Abb13, ATYL17, ANOdFC12, AjdFC15, ARS17, BLdCV17, BC13a, BHL+10, CGC18, Cha17a, CB1F3, CF14, CdJ15, CRF+12, CK14, CIK+18, CQB16, CKB+14, CR18, FB10, FK17, FK18, FSO11, GLS16, GA18, GAE15, GTGABAG15, GF11, GSPLVG+18,
northern [MWH14, LMM15]. Norway [KG10b]. Norwegian [ACP12, HS16a, San18]. notation [Cav15a]. Note [AZSA16, DR10a, HC17, MSDJ19, ST14a, Wra18]. notes [LLH19]. notions [DFS14]. novel [FE16a, FE16b, HIG+17, HSAK18, HB18b, JDD12, Li15, Li18, Mag14b, MMOLMC18b, SH19, SZ12, WOW10, YHL+18, ZZD+18, ZLLD19, ZWL+18].

novelty [GM12, LS19a, WRM17]. Novosibirsk [MLVJ12]. NPR [LCFC14]. NRAEs [CLD13]. NSF [YHL+18]. nuclear [HYS18, KNK+19, Pri15, Pri16a, Pri16b, YIK+10].

nucleation [San12a, San12d]. Null [Sch15a, Wu18]. Number [San12a, San12d]. nuclearity [DFS14].

numerical [Ric15]. numerical [Etz13a]. numerous [Sch15a, Wu18]. nurses [BL11b]. nursing [DBO+18, WWR13].


Open [FL16, GOPG13, JN15, LP18a, LPB14, Wra16a, Wra16b, AOFU10, Asa19, Ase10, BND11, BWD12, DGGBDG17, EdS19, Fuk17, GFC18, GRFS17a, GBDG19, GWA14, HAG+16, Hen19, JMM18, KPTJ14, KVC15, LAA14, LL16, Mik17, OMLC15, PB18, PTTM11, PP16, Sni16, SE18, VZAMG19, WLMF15a, WLF15, WLMF15b, WZCC19, XYW18, ZW18a, ZW14, ZW17c, Zhu17, MSB18, ZW19]. open-access [XYW18]. Opening [RRLNAG15, Sku19]. openings [CTT16b]. openness [DLL+16b]. operational [Lee10a]. operations [ZAJ19]. operator [Yu15].
ophthalmology [ON12]. Opinion
[GM13, Bue15, Fan11, LF12b, Sob11, YSM+19]. opinions [BH15].

Opportunities
[ZLL+15, KPL19, MP15, TBMM18, WPCG13, WMH+17, YK12].

opportunity [KGL+14, KGY+17, LKS+14]. Optof
[Hir19b, Pra12a, WvEvL+11a]. Optimal
[LGD12, Luo12, PRSB16, Lev15, SY16a]. optimization
[HEH18, KCP11, RJ14, ZCL15]. optimization-based [ZCL15]. optimize
[BD13]. optoelectronic [SHR+10]. optoelectronics [Lam12]. OR/MS
[CCL14]. Orange [HFC11]. ORCIDs [YCPS17]. order
[ADR13, CA12, CB11, Egg11a, GA18, JX13, MSBB17, Ora17, Pra13, The19a, TSG13, Wal16].

Ordinatio [PKR15, dCPRP18]. organic
[AATBPAB15b, hHC15, WH16, ZHX10]. organisation [BL15].

organisational [CGC18]. organisations [GBM+16]. Organization
[Har13a, CP12b, DCY+17, HEH18, HFL14, KdBBK15, Ley11b, YC12, dSF13].

Organizational
[GLÜGML16, VHG+15, uHBK19, BK15, BSvEK13, BS13b, FK16,
GRSFW14a, GSE+18, KFKS15, LVHS+15, LZ14, RCMM14, VDV+16, ZCZ+16].

Organizations [LOPAGS19]. organized [LWB18b]. organizing [dSAEE15]. orientation
[BH17a, Won19]. Orientations [VNA16]. oriented
[CMRC15, CFM15, FYC15, LSS15, LL16, aSTS17, YZW+17, ZSC18].

Origin [MLT+14, MB14, PCR18, Vel12]. original
[DBO+18, DF15, MBR+13, PFL19]. origins [AMMT16, RLW14].

ornithology [YWG14]. orphans [Jon10]. orthopaedic [SdJDD19].

Oswaldo [STCRPA18]. other [ASPF+16, BHKP11, BBJS16, BBL17b,
BTL19, ES16a, Egg11c, EMH+10, dCPF14, GK18, GdOdAG+13, GdA14,
MRGT18, Mor19, OM11, Pra17a, SM17, SN10, The16, Tod11, Zhu17, dAG13].

Othmer [Tom18]. outcome [VNA16, YIK+10]. outcomes [BF17, ZYNZ18].

outdated [Van12]. oriented [GLa13, KGY+17, YK12]. outliers
[GPSM18, Pra14b]. outlines [GBM+16]. output [AAG14, ACHVH10,
AJdMA10, AJCACRdMA16, BYR13, BBVO10, BM11, CRZGVMA15,
DB19, EN17, EGUB12, FMP10, FM11d, FGMM12, pGSyw+19, GCGP10,
GRSFV+12b, GKI4, GSKM17, GYZZ15, GHA+16, GKV11, GB12, GHA+15,
Hir05, Hir10, HB17b, ILP13, ILBG14, JL18a, JL19, JKSK15, KG10a,
KKBW17, KHK13, KBZS15, LLCL11, LK+16, LG18, MM14a, MBL18,
Med15, MT15, MGB16, MMA18, MAGBBM13, Muc16, NP11, OM11, Pan14,
PSL15, PS16a, PSB+17, PL17, Pra11c, Pra18e, RASP13, San12c, SB15, SK18,
SY16b, SZAJ14, TLSH14, Van14, WLDW12, WTM+16, WM17, YCL+13b,
Yur15, ZGCRVQ18, ZHG16, ZL18b, ZZ11, ZM16, ZP16, vLvWVW16].

output/growth [JL18a, JL19]. outputs [ACC+16, APYS13, BDE11,
COS11b, GP18a, HH10, ILP11, Sal17, YCPS17, vZ13]. outstanding
[PLWS14, QZL+17]. over-citation [BL17a]. over-competitive
[Fan11, LF12b]. Overall [GRSFV11]. overcome [MBT16]. overconfidence


Pakistan [BHB13, BY13, BYR13, FAI18, MR10]. palm [AAG14]. pan [Li14]. pandemic [PP11]. panel [CSC13, CSC14, HWS18, RGLE16, ZG17b]. panels [GWG17]. Paper [A10a, AN10, AN15, ABM19, AN18, AND19, BHDI18, BSMD11, Bor16, BWdMA17, BL13, BB17b, CGG19, CWH11, DLGP16, DX17, Egg11f, FMS17, FE14, FE16a, FE16b, FMM14, Fuk17, GRSF19, GF17, GXC19, Hag10a, HM18, Har16b, HB17a, HLC17, wH15, Hud16, ILGZ14, IMSK14, JTZ14, KO18, LL13a, Lee19, LHRG16a, LT10b, LS15, Ley12, LPL16, LRY18, LRZ13, LHW16, LF12a, Liu13, LF17, LNK14a, LNK14b, MC10, MHC15, MC12, MAGBB13, MTA18, MAA18, NPT15, NA18, Ort16, P10K15, PJB12, PTMT10, PCRM13, Per10, PD10, PLWS14, Pra12a, R12a, S19, SS16, San12a, San12d, SRW18, SL10, SLC15, The19b, TC11, TC13, ULFR14, WYY11, WIF16, XCL17, Y114, YLL15a, YXY18, YY14, ZG17c]. papers [ZWW18, ZMW18, ZLTY18, ZL19, ZXLX14, dS17, dSBC17].

para [Pet18a]. para-scientific [Pet18a].

paradigm [BS19, FE14, MB10a, MB13, PLGC18]. paradigms [PLG19]. paradise [DF15].

paradox [BLA16, HRC13]. paragraph [KWM18]. parallel [Ho16, LLGW13, ZG17f]. parameter [DW18, MBS17, MZE19, Pra14b].

parameter-free [DW18]. parameters [CC13]. parametric [LBA19, Van10].


Parkinson [Kos14]. parks [DVMS17, FLM16, MT15, vWBS16]. part [GTMRE19, Sch11b, ZG17d, ZG17e, HA12, KPS12, LF12b, PKSG12, TC13].

Participation [HMCD19, LOPAS19, VCC12, GRMF17a, KP12b, OA10a, OA10b, The18d, YZ18]. Participations [LVHS15]. particles [CRLMRPA10]. particularly [vRvLV11]. partner [AhOL14, ZT18, ZT19]. partners [CLO18, SK18, YHL18]. partnership [Cab13, CLJH12, dBONM19, Rou12a, SOBM16, Sch12b, Soo10a]. parts
[WHZ14]. past [BHPvdPMR18, FAI+18, Li19, MMOMALC16, OFP16, Par14a, SMF18, ZTC15, dCdSNB15]. Patent
[ACT18, BVZV16, BRS+16, CS11b, HY19, LZLI0, Mar11, NF13, NA12, OI17, QZZ17, SPS14, SCL12, WZX11, YLL+15c, YYS+10, ZZ14, ATYL17, AAV13, Bak17, BAB13, BK10, BM13a, BM13b, BM15, CGV12, CD16b, CWL10, Cha17a, Cha18b, CC10a, CLHH10, CJW10, CC10b, Che11, CC12b, CF14, CLW+19, CKCK10, CMM17, CKB+14, DMM17, EMS+13, FM12, Fuk16, GGR11, GM12, GP18a, HM18, HV18a, HFL14, HSW1C13, HYC15, HSK17, HW10, Hur17, JYW11, JBC19, qJnShPL17, KM17b, KCK14, KL17, KB13, KK17, LLC+17, LKS+14, LK17, LPMK17, LS17b, LZZ+12, LZZ+13, LKR14, Ley15b, LKY17, LVWSV13, LCH18, LFC14, LS19a, MP15, MVS10, Mes11, MDG10, Moe10, MG12, MM15a, NSKO15, Nii17, Ort11, PYK12, PYK13, PY14, PJY17, PLJ18, RKT+15, Sch11a, Shi14, SWCH14, SYLC17, Wad16, Wad17, Wad18, WhCL10, WPCG13]. patent
[WRV14, WLD+14, WRC+19, WY12, WK14, YK15, YSY+13, YK11, YK12, YPK13, Yos13, YS14, YLH+17, YLJ+17, ZGL14, ZYF+17, ZYZZ+11, ZZZ+13, ZYP+14, ZZP+14b, dPPS18]. patent-related [KB13]. patented [ACMP13, HDW+15]. patenting [FLZ17, FWFM18, Fin11, GGG14, GS12, KG10b, KTT11, LM10, LSR13, MB10b, Men18, PS13, dSSdMAF14, SWH14a, SWH14b, WS10]. Patents [CSC13, LAHH15, MdFdA+14, AHP17, BD12a, BK10, BM13a, BM13b, BT15, CPV14, CD14, CG11, CS11a, CHY13, CSC14, CK14, CLI7a, CYK+11, Com15, FS10, FJ16, GM12, GZ11, HFC11, JS15, KB13, KKK+14, KPY16, LGRL17, LVS18, LL10, Lee10b, LS17a, Liu13, LZC17, NA12, Ort11, QZZD18, RR17, SHB14, Shi14, SCL12, SD18, TB19, WRM17, WLY14, YG18, YCK11, YST12, Yos13, ZPG+14, ZYF+17, ZQH+17, ZYNZ18, vR17, vPDI3]. Path [EMSH16, Yur18b, HLLT14, KGSS16, KS18, LGPC18, LLH19, LL13b, Pen19, SL16, Won13, YK14]. path-dependencies [KGSS16]. pathogens [TYWZ12]. paths [ARM13, FSLR10, GHA+16, KS18, ML16a]. pathway [WG12]. pathways [HZQ+17, MP15, ZZP+14b]. PATSTAT [LVSL18]. pattern [Che18a, GKF17, GZ17, HD17, KC12, LZZ+12, SSS+11, WLR+14, ZZPG14, ZYT+16, dSF13]. Patterns [BKR13, LL15, Siv16b, ADM14, AHP17, AML17, BAS16, Bre13, BGJB16, COT15, CLL15, CJ13, CF14, Chi15, CRAJdMAC15, CH13b, CRLMRA10, DX17, ESB15, EOS12, ELPI1, FYC15, FMP17a, GHS18, HJM+13, HC16b, HYS18, Hur17, IA19, JS15, KCK14, KK19, KbBBK15, KEP+18, LSCK12, LZZ+13, Li17, LC18, LCC12, LDG17, NHH17, Ole12, OKCP17, OS17, Ort11, ONB17, Oze12b, OKK14, PAL13, PR10, PSY+19, RRBA10, RSRA18, RP17b, RPK18, RHGKD16, Sak19, SS10c, SV19, Soo10a, Sos19, TS11a, TP11, UMK14, US10, VuHL10, WL+14, WFS16, WYB+17, YL12, ZY15, Med18]. Paula [Etz13b]. pay [Mik17, TV17, Wra16a, Wra16b]. pay-walls [Mik17]. pays [SGY15, SE18, XG18]. peace [PFDL17]. pediatrics [ABS+19, MRS+16]. Peer [ADV10, ADR19, Fan11, LF12b, PS10, AD11a, ADD11a, ACD13, ANFF16, AND19, BD16a, BFS17, BGJ+16, BGS18, BSFCC15, BCJ+17,
HYC15, HS17, KSSB13, KZSZ19, KPJ16, KMP+11b, KvES11, KM18c, Li15, Li9, Lin18, LGH+14, LZL10, MS18a, MCLL17, MB16a, MGMW14, MAHHS10, NA18, PM18, Pra19a, SRF16, The12, WHC+13, WBX18, WS13b, XTZ15, XBD+18, YQW13, YYS+10, YHL+18, ZCL15, ZCZ+16, ZW17b, ZW17c, ZZZ+12, ZyZZ+14, ZZZ+14]. perspectives [Ano16b, CLW+19, DG16, HH18, LAHH15, SS16, SRP13, Wan16, WW11].

Persson [Ano12c]. pertaining [ADM19, SHS15]. pervasive [ZW11].


PhD. [BN10, Bre11b, Bre13, BN14, CGZ10, KKCG18, KKE13, Lar12].

plagiarism [GREL14, Jar16, JZT14, ZL19]. planning [KK+14, MT12b, PH17, YLL10, YK11, YPK13, dCdsnB15]. plant [Jon10, KNK+19, PS15, dSD18a]. plants [SSdOS17]. plate [MB13]. platforms [OMOR13b, SMM+19]. play [Chi14, KCU19, WLY14, Zuc10].


Poland [KKL14, KK19, KR17a]. Policies [ABSF+19, HSX+15, Laa14, LOMLP+17, Shu17, dS17a]. Policy [BHM16, HYS18, Ahr17, Ano16b, BDE11, Bon14a, BS19, CRBRR+18, CIL+16, C18, DLL+16a, DSM11, Dem18, DKS18, EdS19, GFC18, GHS18, GP18a, GKS16, HB17a, HRH10, HSXL14, ILP11, JSZI12, KK19, LKW+16, MC13, MS16b, Pou12, SM16b, VPM16, Vin18, Waa13, WF17, ZL18b, ZCZ+16, ZY19, ZB12].

[CA18, Hen14, Chi15, Gan12, KP12b, MOA16b, NvLvR10, Sak19].

pollution [LWR+17, YYS+10]. polyangiitis [ARE+18]. polymer
[CYZ+11, Pra14c]. polyrepresentation [AF15a, AF15b]. poor [GHS18].

Positive [Bal12, Fan13b]. possible [ADS10a, DKS18, Ley15a, VB12, ZHL19]. possibly [XGL+19].

post-doctoral [ZTP18a, ZTP18b]. post-Soviet [LA19].

predicted [HL15, HK12]. Predicting [Lee19]. predictor [BT15]. predicts [ADR19, Fox17].


press [GBDG19]. prescribed [BM12b]. presence

[Doc12, OMR14, RAM18, SK14b, ZCW14]. present

pressures [BGBS18]. prestige
prestigious [LSE+18]. prevalence [RV18a, RV18b, ZW18a]. Price [AH11, Ano12c, Ano17a, CXZ19, Egg10c, KL16, BS15b, SA16, De 13, Wra10]. primarily [Cha19b]. primary [YNZ18]. principal [CC13, KKLP18, Ste19]. principles [BH16a]. print [Mou16]. print-online [Mou16]. printed [KCK14]. printing [HZQ+17, LKP11, LP18b, ZLLD19]. prior [LYWSV13, Wad16, Wad17]. priorities [RHMH17]. Priority [ND16, HHK+12, LGR17, LVSL18, NH14, SAPR18]. private [ADS10a, BD12a, Com15, Mor16, dMALIM14]. Prize [BOS14, CMT18, CÖT15, MSYW12, SBB16, Bja19, GW10a, Har13d, HR17, MSYW12, TA17, YGD17]. prize-winning [SBB16]. prizes [GW10a]. pro [GHS18]. pro-poor [GHS18]. probabilistic [JC12]. probabilities [MRGT13]. Probability [RNB19, CMT18, EC16, GRSFV19, LHG16b, WLD+14]. probe [XGL+19]. Probing [YR10]. probiotics [VGPdC+17]. Problem [Soö14b, GKF17, Har15b, Pau10, TA14a, ZSPPG14]. problematic [HH19, Lin18]. Problems [Egg11d, GRSFV17a, HT18]. procedure [Bre10, IB15, MNdF16, YK14]. procedures [BH15, HH19]. Proceedings [BI10b, Bar17b, HSBW10, ILGZ+14, MF14, SFNO12]. process [BND11, Bur14, FT19, HS17, KBAK17, KdBBK15, LZB10, LWIB16, LZC17, LOMLPA+17, MGM+17, MDDG17, MHM12b, WZCC19, WG10, ZYF+17, Zuc10]. processes [Ano17d, BH16a, BN10, Cha17b, CyPP12, Ley15a, YL10, dCdAM19]. processing [BS15b, PB18]. Produce [CHY13, BWdMA17]. producers [NSC13, SKM15]. produces [The17b]. producing [HBA19]. Product [MDDG17, ADV10, Fuk19]. product-level [Fuk19]. Production [RPSA17, ACF+17, AATBPB15a, ÁBV+14, ACAGD+17, BVB13, BSFCC15, Bra12a, BDC+12, CSR+18, Cav16, CVC14, CH13b, CRLMRPA10, CFdC+14, CDDs+12, Das16, ES16a, EW15, EGU10, FP18, dCPF14, Fin11, FKRS14, FM12, FZZ+12b, GGR11, GSM10, GC10, GdA14, HR11, IBL13, IL14a, JCC13c, JvGH10, MC10, MD18, NJ10, NH14, OM11, PPK+16, PEPUT15, PFPCM+19, Pra10d, RGdCMM17, RCDJ+14, Sch14c, Sch17b, Soo18, TBS15, TOL12, YC10, YZ17, dAG13, dJC15]. productive [ADD11d, BL11b, GdOdAG+13, HA1J2, KPS12, MS13, RV18a, RV18b, SAR19]. Productivity [BT19b, DRS14, KHK13, ADD11d, ADR13, AD14, AER+14, ACS18, ACR17, ÁCCG+15, AA10, Bar17a, Bas10, Bas14, Ben15, BS15c, BA15, CMUdF15, CVC14, CÖT16a, CKT17, CC10a, CHY13, CHL10, CÖT16b, CMVP16, DKS18, DJWS11, Fuk14, Gan12, GNS+15, GKS18, H15b, HCL14, Ibr18, IMHG12, IMH13, IJF16, JSZ123, JZL10, KFB18, Kwi18, KKT+18, LGV+11, LPC17, LRC19, LLCL11, LT16, LD16, Lor10, Lun19,
Mat13, MR18a, MB16b, NA14, OO12, dFPYdCL12, PRRC15, PPK+16, Pra18e, PKSG12, Pun10, RGdCMM17, SC18, SH15b, Sin18, SJOC18, SM14, SDS19, Soo10a, Soo14a, Sot10, SK14a, SK14b, Tor13, Tor14, TBT19, VO17, Vin12b, Wal15, Wal16, WLZ+15, YGD17, ZGL14, dOM16, vAvdWvdB12].

products [ADD14a]. Professional [LWB16, BM12b, CB11, DMB17, FMS17, HMI19, JX13, Pun10, RRL16, TKA17, WOW13]. professional-based [DMB17]. professionals [GAPP18]. professions [DMB17]. professor [MM18, MM19]. professorial [GG15b]. professors [Hos11, LVGV+11, PRA16a, ZTP18a, ZTP18b]. Profile [LGH+14, Car16, EBR16, GK14, Hen19, LSM+15, MJC14, Oli15b, RGdCMM17, SLD+17, VH17, dSF13]. Profiles [VO17, DFG+18, GT18, Li17, Pir19, SM12, SpdSM16, VAJCC17]. profiling [CLkS11, MJC12, TDG17]. Profitability [CKCK10, CC10a]. Program [CFdC+14, SA12, TBB+16, YPH10, vEW10, WTM+16]. programme [SBSR19, OA10c]. Programmes [BM11, OA10a, OA10b, OPGW+13]. programs [BR12, HIC12, IF13, PYL16, SLD+17, SJOC18, Yur18c, LVHS+15].


proportions [The18c]. Proposal [OMOR13a, VEJC+18a, BCJ+17, BM14b, BM14a, BSK18, HP10, Mou16]. Proposals [FM11d, Pra11c, BB15, HRB+13, HRB+14]. proposed [Bre10, FT19, KHVGA+16, LWT16, PKR15]. proposing [DCM16].


Psychiatry [MDFGAM14, BL10, SS14]. Psychological [GWBSVWB13, LA19, VSK18]. psychologists [DJWS11, FK16, Kor18]. psychology [uHBK19, uHBLKH19, BVB13, BSvEK13, Ben19, Brut10].
GBB15, GBGB13, HH17a, HH17b, HH17d, KB11c, KFKS15, Kra10, KvES11, KWW15, Kra16, NvLvR10, SLGO17, Vin12b, ZTP18b, ZTP18a. **Public** [CRZGVQMA15, Mor16, SÁV18, Wil15, ADS10a, ABMSSP16, ABSF+19, AC12, BR12, BHJD12, CRZGVQdMA16, CFFM15, CAS16, CZ18, FSAB10, Fuk19, GSMT10, GMM16, HRH10, Hum12, Kon12, LSCK12, LOMLPA+17, MC10, MC13, OROMAA16, QA18, SMLHCP17, SFBS17, SWH14a, SWH14b, TBS15, WDP11, dJC15]. **Public-private** [Mor16, ADS10a].

**Publication** [DMB17, DC15b, FM12, GZ11, GZM15, GBDG19, KSSB13, KEP+18, MLY+14, MHTB17, OIC12, Soo14a, TG17, WB15, ADC12, ADD16, Abt12, ALH15, AML17, Asu19, BHS14, Bas11, Ber18, BSK15, BND11, BHL18, BC13b, BZBL16, Boy17b, Bur12, Bur14, Chi15, CRAJdMAC´A15, CA19, CH15, DGF17, ESB15, Egg11e, Egg11f, EOS12, Fuk17, pGSyW+19, GHT16, GBHT16, Hag10b, Hal14, HS16a, HK12, HJM+13, Hou17, HB17b, IFT+18, JKMS17, KBB18, KPR16, KTRP17, KWW15, Lv110, Lee10a, MSYW12, MM14a, MR15, MB14, Mat13, MR18a, MS14, MNdF16, MT13b, MHC14, Mue18, OVJM17, OCCSM11, PKR15, PAL13, Puu10, RAA18, RCN+14, Sak19, San12c, SNI19, SB18, SFR+19, SV19, SPdSM16, SW19, SSG+18, Tur16, TBB+16, WWH+17, WT15, Won19, YGD17, YH14, YJ12, YL12]. **publication** [Bur14]. **publication-citation** [Bur14]. **publication-level** [CA19]. **Publications** [CAV+19, HH15c, IFH15, ATJ16, ADS16, AD16, ADR19, AC13, Asu19, BI14, BSG17, Bas13, BBP14, BSM11, Bor15b, Bor18, BHL18, BPVM11, BC17, BL17b, CGV12, CA18, CXWW18, CRMdMA15, CPF18, CB11, Das16, DWGL16, Dor17, DKS18, EDEH16, Fan19, FM17, Gau17, GMJ+17, GD11, GZ11, GHT17, GALR16, GB14b, GSE+18, GB12, HIC14a, HHBB18, He13, HPKS18, HL18, HH17c, HH19, HR17, HLW19, IPIU13, IQT+19, IH14, JG12, JG14, Kim14, Ks11b, KPJT14, KWW15, Kra16, KPY16, LLI3a, LCC12, LF14a, LXL15, Liu16, LXL16, LOPAGS19, Lor10, LABL13, LA19, LP17, MHI6a, MCI10, MVS10, MAA+11, MH16b, Man15, Mik17, MCB15, NvLvR10, OFP16, Osó18, PY19, PV15, Pra19e, Pri16a, QRJ+17, SH19, SA11, Sch12a, Sch17a, SLISC17, SZA16, SK18, Shi14, SLH18, SM15]. **publications** [Soo11a, Soo17, Soo18, Sot12, SD18, TBMM18, Tri10, VSS12, VCC12, VE14, VG17, Vin17, WP18, WCK+12, WMXZ14, WTG15, WFDZ19a, WFDZ19b, WZFD19, WL18, WS10, WS13a, XYHD18, YW16, YP19, ZCW14, ZKD11, ZPG+14, ZYNZ18, ZW18a, ZWZ+19, ZZY19, ZLH+16, ZFFD16, KK15, vEW17, Wra16a]. **publicity** [Fan13a]. **Publish** [GVS17, NPT+15, Ben11, BPVM11, BC13b, BL11b, DR10b, LNMQR15, San18, YP19]. **published** [ABMRVZ14, ABMSSP16, ABSF+19, uHBLKH19, BWD10, BSM11, BM11a, BHH18, BT19a, CVD14, CHL10, CH12, DMD19, Eds19, Fuk17, HW12, LL16, LRY18, LHM+11, LNK+14a, LNK+14b, PD10, RM18, San13, TA11, VVN16, WLF15, WM17, YXW18, YJ11, ZG13a]. **publisher** [Asa19, GFC18, TSRGCCJC14]. **publishers** [Laa14, MRGT18, SLGO17]. **Publishing** [SW19, ASPF+16, Ben15, CKT17, CRR14, CRLMM17, FEHC19, GRSFV14a, GVS17, HE16, KTLD16,
KHA17, KG10b, LGH16b, MRGT13, Még13a, Még13b, Még13c, Mik17, Mou16, PB18, PIB18, Puu10, PML14, SC10, ZL15b, ZB15, Zhu17. PubMed [Ott17]. PubMed [BC17, EDEH16, HZD+15, IFT+18, BMM14]. Purpose [SJ10]. purposes [Ano16d, BI18a, dSD18b, dSD18c]. pursuit [DTM+13].


rank-order [Egg11a]. ranked [ICC16, KHK13, Pra19e]. Ranking
[dsAAE15, BVOL18, BD10a, Bor14, GRSFV+12b, IB15, KM15d, Laz10, SKM15, WZDF19, WLZ+15, ZZFD16, AOFU10, ACA+14, Aus13, BIL15, BBS16a, BBSS16b, BBSS16c, Be17, BBV10, ÇAAÇ15, CC11b, DH13b, DMV10, Doc11a, Doc11b, Doc12, DC14, DC15a, DEC15, DB16, EBD15, FL16, FG13, GRSS16, GRSFV11, GSTD11, HG10, HM15a, HM15b, EBMR11, JSZ13, JJS+12, KR17a, LB12, Li18, LRS+18, LdZwC+17, LIdMAM11, NASR11, OCM+12, PB17a, Pra12b, Pra16b, QRJ+17, RPG16, SD19, SAR19, SSG+18, TSMTDLCH11, VHH16, VPM16, XLR15, YWZ+17, BG18, FCCMTVR18]. Rankings
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sciento [UBTS16]. sciento-text [UBTS16]. ScientoBASE [GSM+16]. scientodiversity [aSS17]. Scientometric [Bha16, CPF18, FJ11, GCLcG15, GK14, GZ18, GGG+12, GKS16, ILP11, JPZ+10, Kra16, Pal15, Pou12, SR15, SDS14a, SBU15, xSHyL+15, TAB13, USPO15, AUS12, AAG14, AYCACRdMA16, BYR13, BMM17, BSVeEK13, BGMfB16, BPTG10, BCC+17, Cam17, Che18b, CFM15, Coc18, CST11, CA12, CV14, De 17, FAI+18, FG15, FK16, Glä10, Glä13, GdOdAG+13, GAGT15, HLE10, HLSPL14, JAc18, Kar12, KGB11, KG10a, KC15, KGB+18, LPC17, Ley13b, LHm+11, LG16, LCLX16, Mag14a, MAHH10, MTTh15, NTM+18, dBONM+19, Ort17, PK14, Pou10, SMHCP17, SB15, Soo10a, Soo17, SZ18, TCT+13, VAJCC17, Vin17, WS13b, XZZ15, YYS+10, jZaLY15, dSTL18, KK15]. scientometrician [The17c]. Scientometrics [Ano15, GS15, GHC+14, HRR10, KÖG12, KG13, LLRG10, MS15b, OING12, PP11, SSA16, SBM17, ZVC11, ZPC17, Aus13, Bor15a, BH17a, CP14, DBO+18, DF15, Fan15b, Glä15, GHT17, Har13a, KMP+11b, KP12a, LZFW15, MSDJ19, MM15b, RAS15, Smi12, Vin10a, Vin12a, Vin19, WQY12, XYW+17, YQW13, Yu15, ZG12a, ZZ16, vB13, BT19a, dCPF14, Glä18, OL11, Pra12a, CBF13, GP18b, RM18, RAS15, SOBM16, Sch14b, TG18b]. SCIgen [LL13a]. SCImago [GNVqDMAG11]. Scope [KSB11, CJW10, CLLL10, DBO+18, KVC15, SDEB16]. scoping [FLM+19]. Scopus [dANR15, PDLY17, AT18, AZKR13, AYS14, Ama18a, BI10a, BI14, BBDS+14, Brz15, CRAjDMAC15, CRMfMA15, EGU10, FMM16, HA16, Har19b, HIG+17, KT15, Kra19, MdBDp+19, Man15, MMOMLC18a, Még13b, MAP13, MAM18, MPH16, OMAT19, Ph18]. score [CFdC+14, CB18, GRSFV11, GGG16b, KPY16, MD12, ZCL14, CB19, MSC18]. scores [ALH15, Bar17b, BYY17, BYY18, COS17, Doc12, Egg10a, Fox17, Glä10, Pra19b, OMMMTLC17]. scrutiny [Ano16c]. SCSs [DLMX15]. Search [Har16d, HG13, Wad16, Wad17, APYS13, Bel17, BM15, DGF17, Gus19, HGHI7a, HSPY15, JDH12, Jun12, KM18a, KK17, MMOMALC16, Med18, MM15a, Muc18, MM15b, RM18, Saf13, SGN15, ST4c, VG14, ZLL19, vDBdK16]. search-term [RNMI8]. Searching [BNV11, Eto13, Hsi11, SH19, Wad16, Wad17, YSN17]. Second [Pra13, CA12, GA18, MBSB17, TG13, dSFSF15]. second-generation [dSFSF15]. second-order [CA12, MBSB17, TG13]. secondary [SB19]. secrets [ZLL19]. section [HP10, JTM14]. sectional [BN10, BL11b, qJnShPL17, OO12, VEJ+18b]. Sections [HA19, KKKC18, The19a]. Sections-based [HA19]. sector [Com15, GGG14, KHJ+12, SMHCP17, SBT18, ZM16, dMALIM14]. Sectoral [CdJD15, GL15, Lan13, Lee10b, Fuk16, SdJDD19]. sectors [Hur17, PY14, SN10]. securities [YLC18]. security [HC16b, MBP19, Oli15b, PDLY17]. sediment [NYH+14]. sediment-related [NYH+14]. SEE [KBZ15]. Seed [RCN+14]. seeing [Cha19a]. seeking [BKRG13]. seeks [FB10]. seemingly [GRSFV14a]. seen [Man15, Még13b, WSH16]. select [FMM14, Moe10, PKR15, SP12a].
spans [MXZ18, WLZ+19]. sparking [HR17]. Spatial [QDK19, ZML19, SdJDD19, Wu13].

Spatial-temporal [ZML19]. speaking [SvEK13, CFG+14, GAVZAB12, KWW15, ÖS17, TE18]. Special [LHG16a, PC14, Ano15, FR11, GS15, MH16b, RG18, SLGO17].

Specialization [ADD17b, MRGT18, Wra14, AvLS14, KPY16, LdMDM11, PS16a, ZGRCVQ18]. specialized [CLL10]. specialties [De 13, HFW+14, Sot12, WWL17, Wra10].

Species [So'o14b, MSP+15, NBR+11]. Specific [Kol12, CFSSP16, CXpHqZ15, MB15, MKHB13a, MKHB13b, Pie18, PB12]. specificities [ACT18]. specimen [ACAGD+17]. Spectroscopy [WB15, BHL18, CH15, Hou17, MB14, Ter17, MHTB17].


Strategic


[FRPP17, HRC12, LLHN17, PY19, AJSN18, BVOL18, BM15, CLLZ15, Col17, KLPP16, LBRR19, Ley11b, PW13, XA15, YC12, Zha18].

Structure [Ley11b]. Structure [HSK17, KC12, KM11, LX15, RBBG18, SJ19, Vin18, ACD14, Asa19, BASL16, BGSvdB11, CD16b, CLMN19, CL11, CLSW19, CY13, CL17a, DT16, DMM13, De 13, EES13, ELPI11, Fan15b, FUR10, HAL11, HBDL18, HP10, JvGH10, JK10a, KM17a, KLC14, KTLD16, LMM15, LWM+15, LYL15, LHBC18, Ma12, dNMVQ16, MM14a, MSC18, NQ14, OZK11, Oze12a, PHS12, QDY14, RAS15, RCG14, SIR+14, SdT15, SK13, SL10, SG16, SYLC17, TW10, TL18, VYL17, WhCL10, Wan16, WDS16, WWP17, YL15b, YYPD12, YYP17, Zel12, ZS11]. structured [LLC+17, MKYM+17, RRBA10]. structures [Ano17c, CR18, CFK16, DAYY18, FDVZ16, GRSFV14a, GGS17, KMFD12, KGG15, LG16, MCB15, Oze12b, SK18, SK12, XLZ+18]. student [HB18b, XA15]. students [Lar12, The18c, ZTP18a, ZTP18b]. studied [MS16a, MSP+15]. Studies [GS15, WS13b, DC15b, GTC16, Ham11, HSBW10, HNG19, KHR+19, KKdBK12, KN15, LJS16, LP18b, Li19, LPB14, LAdAMJ17, LSL15, MS16a, MS18a, MSDJ19, MPF18, MYN+15, MS14, MPM18, dBON+19, PK14, RM10, RCETS19, RPNC13, SIl13, SM15, SM17, SSZ18, SG16, TVA17, yTn17, WL14, XA15, ZLG+15, dSDS16]. Study [Iwa17, MLC14, Xic15, ZW14, AUS12, ANZ15, AW10, ACS18, AEF16P, ABMRV14, ATCCA19, AMFLH15, Ama18a, AP16, AGLNNR14, AjDMa10, AYS+13, Asu19, BCML19, Ban18, BI14, BIIH17, BSvEK13, BPGdDAM12, BR11, BSS15, BSK15, BKSS15, BPTG10, BD10b, BSMD11, BND11, Bor18, BPVM11, BvdB14, BN10, BL11b, BRS+16, BJBI16. CWJBT10, CCM+11, Cam11, Cam17, COS11a, Car16, Cha18b, CZV10, CYW+11, hCyL12, Che12, CLO18, CCKK10, CD18, CY13, Chii4, CRFM+12, CHL10, CYK+11, CH12, CIK+18, Coc18, CST11, Col18, CB19, CQB16, CIL+16, CNC18, DD18, DGD19, DRS18, DXL+18, FG15, FLM16, FPS14, FRF+19, FEHC19, GRSFV+12b, GF17, GLS16, GMJ+17, GD11, GN17, Gllä18, GRG12, GG13, GdOAg+13, GB17b, GW10b, GZ14a,
Territorial [DdlPPL+19]. territories [XTZ15]. territory [FP18, LJJ+16].
terrorism [Mag14a]. test [Har13d, LLCL11, Wal15]. Testing
[HM18, LB12, Bor18, Glä10, HL18, PLT14, SC13]. tests
[Schi5a, SGN15, Whi10, Wu18]. text [BWbH+18, Cab14, CB19, GRBBS17.
HII+18, HT18, JN15, Jam17, JS15, LAL15, MXZ18, MVS10, McCl14, Moh12,
PYK13, PC18, RHMH17, RNF19, SH19, SK13, SH18, TA18, U BTS16,
WM17, k WhHRkS10, WLZ+19, WA18a, YLL15a, YLH18, ZLG+15, PT17].
textbooks [Kor18]. textual [LAL15, Moe10, MG12].

Thelwall [KL16]. them [Gus19, Koz15, MCL13, VH17]. thematic
[Ano17c, GGS17, OGOPPR17, OA10b, OA10c, RFGBMA13, SK18, U BTS16,
XLZ+18]. Theme [WLH+17, SZ18, TA17]. themed [ZhiLY15]. themes
[ALYZ15, KW15, TA17, ZW14]. theorem [MOA16b]. theoretic
[GRSFV+13]. Theoretical
[Egg13c, SPB18, BBL17b, BS19, Hei13, KD18, Pra17a, dACdFC18].

Theories [KLPP16, GTAG18, Sch15a, TG16, Wu18]. theorisation [Bor15b].
thorization [Won19]. Theory
[ER12, Bur14, CBKL13, FPS14, FE14, JPT13, KM18b, LL13b, MB10a, Oos15,
Pra11d, RPSA17, SRF16, tScL13, Whi10, Whi15, WLPH14, ZAJ19, ZLH+15].
therapy [LL12, SDS19]. there
[BFMRM19, BS19, Dya14, FK16, KFKS15, MR15, MCL+11, Mou15b,
APFR+13, PL17, PZ17, Pra10e, RU14, Sch14c, Wu18, vR17].

thermodynamic [ES18, FM11c, Pra19a]. Thesaurus [Boy17b].

Thesaurus-based [Boy17b]. theses
[Bau18, ESB15, FCTV12, KHH18, LGZ+13, RPSA17, Var12]. thin
[HWLL14, YCK11]. Things [MCvFP16, YLL15b, Y WG14, NT17]. think
[BCZ12, MC15]. thinking [XM13]. Third [BP11, WHC+13]. Thirty
[SRP13, dCdSNB15]. Thomas [MB10a]. Thomson [Har15b, PA12]. those
[SRW18, VVN16]. thought [Ben12, RU10b]. thoughts [GM13]. threat
[PIB18]. Three [FE16a, FE16b, KdBBK15, WC18, Bai18, Bor15a, EO14,
EMH+10, FPS14, Fra14, FZZ+11, FZZ+12a, FZZ+12b, HCS+15, HC16c,
Li15, LP18b, Pra14c, Pra17c, Sch12a, Sch10b, TA17, yT11, Wal15, WOW10,
YWC12, YWW17, ZYNZ18, ZG11]. three-dimension [Li15].

Three-dimensional [KdBBK15, LP18b, Pra14c, Pra17c, Sch12a].

three-journal [Bai18]. threshold [CSC13, GRSFV11, LHLH19, SS10c].
throughout [LJJ+16]. ties [CMUdF15, KA17]. till [BMM14]. Time
[Bas11, BOS14, CU16, FCTV12, Fin11, ILBG14, MD18, AHUR11, ADD11c,
ASPF+16, Cam10, CGPT15, Cle16, Egg10c, FSLR10, HC15a, HCDT16,

time-aware [CU16].


time-aware [CU16].

Sch17b, Sch10b, SYDW19, cTnHwH17, WDP11, Wu18, dOM16].

two-dimensional [LYGQ12, Li19, NJ10]. two-exponent [cTnHwH17].

Type
[Abb13, Asu19, BHH18, BPVM11, CCM+11, CV15, Don17, Egg11c, Egg14b, Glä12, JN11, LZGQ13, MR13, Rou12a, SZMS18, Sch12b, YWL16, Yu17].

Types
[VG17, XHA+19, GD11, HP10, KBT14, KWW15, MK18, Pum10, RP17b, S8o17, SH18, TsRGCCJ14]. typical [SVS18, WYY11]. typically [AC13]. typology [SK11].

U.S. [ACORC10, ABL17, aHBK19, BRS+16, CSC13, CLO18, CKK10, Han11, KSB11, OM14, PSB+17, RRL16, Sh14]. UASB [ZLT+14].

ubiquitous [ZW11]. UGR [RGTSLCH14]. UK
[COS11b, Fan13a, HL17, HLSW18, Hud16, MBT16, MTT15, ZYY13].


unit [DS17b]. United [SDS19, CC16, GK18, L1n19, PFL19, TBS15, TYWZ12, WMW+13, YK15, Yur18b, Yur18c]. units [Lee10a, LW1B16, PRRC16]. universal [CRLLM17, GwG11].

Universality [EHK12]. universally [SA16]. universe [KWS17, MB10a]. Universidad [HMC+19]. Universiteit [LBRR19, AChO19, AC12, CFI12].

Universities [AKB+10, BBSS16b, BBSS16c, OMAT19, ADR14a, ADD14b, AhOL14, AChO19, AZSA14, AZSA16, AÇA+14, APLHF18, AS18b, BVOL18, BNP+14, BR11, Ben15, BS17, BG18, BZBL16, BDC+12, CD14, CPF13, DCGZ+12, DH13b, DQ11, Doc13, DC17, EGU10, FJ11, FCY15, FL16, FCCMTRVR18, FH13, GRSFV+12b, GE11, GSMT10, GP18a, GMM16, GKS18, Hos11, IVN16, HSWC13, JBM11, KY16, KKL14, KHK13, KHA17, KB18, KKE13, LP12, Lee12, LYGQ12, LCWY12, LddMAM11, LLL10, LXH+18, LSE+18, Mat12, Mat13, MT15, PS16a, PM18, PSB+17, PQG14, Pra16b, Pra18d, RGTSLCH14, RGCM14, SY16a, Sha12, SM16b, TAB13, TW18, TR14, TBB+16, WMT+12, WMW+13, WHC+13, WP14, WHL+15, YZB18, ZCKZ16, ZHM14, BBSS16a, APPF18].

University
[CD14, CHE15, GY12, JOH18, KIM14, MRGT18, SSAG16, SFM16, TYYW16,
university-affiliated

University-industry

university-industry-government

university-invented

University-owned

university-research

Unravelling

unrelated

Unseen

Unsupervised

unusable

unusual

Unveiling

update

upflow

upon

URAP

URAP-TR

urban

urbanization

URL

Urquhart

USA

usability

Usage

Use

used

useful

user

Using

AT17, AT18, EGU10, GWS15, MS16b, SMM+19, SS14, AL12, BI18a, BW10, BWD12, BL18, CP12b, CH15, CP16, CF18, Das16, GBM+16, GWG17, HCI4a, Hun12, JKS15, KD18, KPL19, KSB11, Kos16b, LS17a, LWB16, LRY18, MBTKA14, MM17a, MM17b, PYH16, PW17, PHDC16, Rod16, RNB19, SB15, Sch15c, TDG17, TÜ10, Web16, You14, dSD18b, dSD18c, dCdSNB15].

used [AD16, BD12b, BG17, Fak17, Hal13, MCR+12, SLISC17, The18a].

useful [Agu12, Hsi11, MBA13, QZZ17, Sch14a, The17a, dS18].

Usefulness [Tur16, BT19b, YK14, ZHG16].

user [Ell18, Jun12, VH17, YZB18, Yu17, ZC14].

users [PLJ18, Tri10, WZ19b].

Using [AT16, ANOdFC12, BWBH+18, CWL10, CL11, Che11, CC12b, CyPP12, DAMC15, FSLR10, FA10, GT11, GT12, GT17, Ham14, ILB11, MK18, MOO17, RHM17, RR17, RGGBV16, SGGZ16, Sch16, YLL+15c, Zhe19, dSAEE15, BMM17, BASL16, BHL+10, BYY18, BS16, BNV11, BB17b, CWJBT10, CBWJ18, Cam11, Cam17, Car16, CSO17, CZPR17, CC10a, CLHH10, CRZGQMA15, CQB16, DGPL15, Doc11a, Doc11b, DGFL17, EDEH16, Fan18, FMP17b, FH13, FH16, GGR11, GRSS16, GPN14, GY12, GSKM17, GBHT16, GHA+16, GR14, GHvdB12, Hal14, HHZ14, HII+18, HSAK18,


X [Sch15c, Saf13]. X-centage [Sch15c].

Year [BT18c, Egg14b, MR13, MHTB17, BHL18, Cam11, CH15, DMB17, HA17a, Hou17, KKT+18, LGH+14, ML18, MB14, MDDG17, PKR15, PFL19, TBW+12, vdBbdK16, BT18b]. Year-based [Egg14b, MR13]. yearly [Fan18]. Years [WB15, AER+14, AAG14, AP16, Bar11, CAS16, CG18b, DWGL16, EBR16, HLSC18, JDG14, KGB+18, MGT14, OHT10, PHBN+15, RBBG18, SMF18, Sni16, SRP13, The18c, Tod14, VACCAJ18, WLC17, WOW13, WS13b, YWG14, ZLG+15, dCdSNB15]. Yes [ML18, MB14, MDDG17, PKR15, PFL19, TBW+12, vdBbdK16, BT18b].

Yesterday [GN17]. young [CSS+16, HL15, KY16, Kos15, QZL+17], younger [vRW18]. Yugoslav [IJF16]. Yugoslavia [IJF16, JJR10].
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